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Motivation

● To stimulate research effort into 
outstanding modeling issues

E.g.

● Triple lens systems
● Automated event classification
● Variable source microlensing

Han et al, 2021, KMT-2021-BLG-0322



Motivation

● Improve efficiency of computationally-
intensive modeling process

● Thorough but efficient searching of 
parameter space

● Distinguishing binary and triple lenses

Yee et al. 2021: Grid search for best fitting 
models over binary lens mass ratio and 
separation for OGLE-2019-BLG-0960



Motivation

● Increase the number of people 
trained to analyze microlensing 
events

Bring in expertise in mathematics, 
statistics, informatics



Motivation

Data Challenges have been successful in stimulating engagement and innovation 
in other fields including exoplanets

Radial velocity fitting challenge Transit detection

Dumusque, X. et al. (2016), A&A, 593, 5 CoRoT analyses challenge

Dumusque, X. et al. (2017), A&A, 598, 133 Exoplanet atmosphere spectral 
analysis

Hildebrant, S et al.



Simulated Dataset

Simulations by M. Penny

293 WFIRST lightcurves in two filters 
(Z087 and W149)

Roman lightcurves = Cadence, length and 
noise mimicking the nominal multi-year
mission length and cadence of the Bulge 
survey, two filters



Simulated Dataset

Simulations by M. Penny

293 WFIRST lightcurves in two filters 
(Z087 and W149)

293 WFIRST lightcurves in two filters (Z087 
and W149)

● 74 Single lenses (including FFP 
candidates)

● 83 Binary star lenses
● 43 Planetary binary lenses
● 93 Cataclysmic variables
● 0 Non-variables



Logistics

M.Penny alone had access to the simulated event parameters

R.Street handled all data challenge logistics, website, review panel

Jan 2018: Annual Microlensing Conference, Auckland, NZ

● Public release of data + description of evaluation criteria 

Oct 2018: Entry submission deadline



Challenge Entries

Github organization: https://github.com/microlensing-data-
challenge

http://microlensing-source.org/data-challenge

https://github.com/microlensing-data-challenge


Entry Data Products

● Summary table of fitted event parameters with uncertainties
● Technical specifications of the computing resources used
● Description of software used including the language(s), libraries or package 

dependencies.
● Time taken to model each event
● Plots of the lightcurves with the fitted models overlaid and residuals.
● Plots of the lens plane geometry, caustic structures and source trajectory.



Evaluating the Results

All entries were anonymized

4-person evaluation panel + non-voting chair (RAS):

Rachel Akeson, IPAC
Scott Gaudi, Ohio State
Hyungsuk Tak, Harvard
Eamonn Kerins, Manchester

Rachel, Matthew and panel members not permitted to participate in teams



Programmatic evaluation for classification data



Programmatic evaluation for classification data
Comparison of simulated/true parameters highlights weaknesses (some known) in
modeling process, e.g. tendency for u0(fitted) > u0(true)



Programmatic evaluation for classification data
Accurately classified

Misclassified



Evaluating the entries

Panel members awarded grades out of 5 in each category
● Accuracy of fitted model parameters
● Software/modeling process efficiency/scalability
● Innovations in approach
● Broadening the field

Each team received written feedback regarding the panel's conclusions
Some important but hard-to-evaluate criteria
True benchmarking not implemented for logistical reasons
Panel relied on documentation to evaluate process and innovative aspects

Evaluation supplemented by questionnaire to all teams, requesting specific
information regarding e.g. computing resources used



Team credits
Team 1 Contact: Etienne Bachelet Markus Hundertmark

Daniel Godines
Charlotte Fling

Team 2 Contact: Etienne Bachelet

Team 3 Vandylions

Contact: Geoffrey Bryden

Savannah Jacklin
Rob Siverd
Keivan Stassun
Ryan Oelkers

Team 4 Contact: Clément Ranc Arnaud Cassan
Richard K. Barry
Esther Euteneuer
Stela Ishitani Silva
Yiannis Tsapras



Results Accuracy in fitted parameters

Combined scores Rank

Team 1 16.17 1

Team 2 14.5 2

Team 3 7.83 4

Team 4 11.0 3

Std.dev 3.72

Overall, when events were properly classified, model parameters could be accurately derived, 
noting known weaknesses.
Future work to investigate “un-modelable” events
Classification problem non-trivial, particularly for subtle anomalies



Results Software/modeling process 
efficiency

Combined scores Rank

Team 1 13.5 1

Team 2 11.5 2

Team 3 9.5 4

Team 4 11.0 3

Std.dev 1.65

All teams used publicly available software
New approaches to classification/detection in development, but early stage
Effective progress on question of scalability, but room for improvement
At least two teams required laptops/workstations rather than cluster computers



Results Innovation

Combined scores Rank

Team 1 14.5 3

Team 2 15.0 2

Team 3 8.0 4

Team 4 17.0 1

Std.dev 3.90

Significant effort invested into development of modern, open-source software
Some welcome attempts made to trial non-standard techniques
Evaluation dependent on documentation provided



Results Broadening the field

Combined scores Rank

Team 1 12.0 3

Team 2 4.5 4

Team 3 14.5 1

Team 4 13.0 2

Std.dev 4.45

All but one of the teams included students and/or researchers whose previous work is primarily 
outside microlensing
All teams included established microlensers
More work to do to bring in “fully” new teams



Lessons learned

While the processing of large datasets will be a concern for Roman, meaningful 
comparison between teams is difficult without formal benchmarking

● Requires standardized computing facilities
● Could be done with a cloud-based server and virtual environments but some 

cost associated with this.
● Best achieved in a hackathon-style targeted “mini-challenge” workshop



Lessons learned

Attracting researchers from outside astronomy/exoplanets was difficult, despite 
publicizing the challenge on a number of astro-statistics forums

● Recent LSST data challenge used Kaggle platform attracted 1094 teams, most 
non-astro

● Drawbacks:
○ cost – prizes expected, typically $15K - $100K
○ high overhead to prepare challenge dataset to meet platform requirements, avoid “leakage”

● Kaggle is really designed for supervised classification challenges



More Challenges?

Ideas discussed:

More lightcurve analysis challenge(s)

Add triple lenses (multiple planets, circumbinaries, distant companions), 
binary sources

Image-based photometry and astrometry challenge(s)

Specific aims or broad scope?


